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re(14) = rrP(r) dr -r dr.

(186)

(185)

re(a) -: 0 for p, ? 7)z, (189)

f'7/ ~?I y f ._

YI!#d/J':¡'~ ~C" P?0 17YtJ/)D/MP'Á-ø'iì¿

'0 r' s: c' ¡, /1 /lLj/? II r- € kl- A- )

thr mean radius .HRz+Ri), we need not (as in § 68 (b)) distinguish

state is stationary
H the gap Rz-Ri between the two cylinders is small compared to

71. The solution for the case of a narrow gap when the marginal

and no general conclusions can be drawn from this equation; when p, -: 0,
even 13 is not positive definite!

'T

im(a)(II+.razI3) = -2TaZim I ~ d;r* dr, (190)

i

imaginary parts of equation (180), we obtain (cf. equation (176))

grounds. Nevertheless, it appears to be the only one which can be
established by general analytical arguments. In particular, it does not
seem that one can deduce the general validity of the principle of the
exchange of stabilties for this problem. For example, by equating the

and the flow is stable; this result is entirely to be expected on physical

Therefore,

positive definite; and so also are the remairung terms in the equation.

When p, ? 7)z, .r -: 0 and the coeffcient of re(a) in equation (188) is

re(a)(II-.razI3)+IZ-.raZ(a2f-tre(14)) = O. (188)

equation, we obtain

Therefore, the right-hand side of (186) is, indeed, the real part of 14,
Returning to equation (180) and equating the real parts of this

r2-KTdr=(I-p,) r2Tdr. (187)
I rP(r)Tdr=(I-p,)
dlvlZ I (I )d1vlZ
I i dlvlz

but

I rrp(r)I~~ -~r dr = I rp(r)(rl~~IZ + I~IZ) dr- I rP(r) d~~IZ dr;

I
1
I
'T 'T 'T

For, expanding the integrand in (185), we have

'T

Ii /dV vjZ

~
I
I
'T 'T 'T

for p, ? 0; in fact,

the second is complex. However, the real part of 14 is positive definite

fi of the two integrals included in 14 is positive definite for p, ? 0; but

29

20 dZ

vZ

T = _ 4AOi d4

(DZ-aZ-a)v = ~Tazu,

do not exist.

I'/JÆÇSr 19 (1)

t It is, of course, possible that under certain circumstances solutions with thi

flow or as overstabilty. Careful experiments on the onset of

pry

instabilty

oscilatory. In the latter case for each value of a, ia must be determned
by the condition that T is reaL. t In either case, we must find the minimum of T as a function of a; and depending on which ofthe two miruma.
instabilty as a stationary secondary
is lower, we shall have the onset of

state is stationary and when 0' is imaginary and the marginal state is

must obtain solutions for two cases: when 0' is zero and the margi

We are primarily interested in the solutions of equations (196)
(197) (subject to the boundary conditions (200)) for various values of..
for which the real part of 0' is zero. The method described in Chapter II.
§ 31 in a different connexion is applicable to this problem. Thus, wÖ

Equations (196) and (197) must be considered together with the boun:

and tX = -(I-p,).
conditions
r= 0 and1.
'1 = Du = v = 0 for..

where, now,

and

v

(DZ-aZ-a)(DZ-aZ)u = (l+tX~)v

the equations become

20 dZaz

v

'1 -+ I '1,

By the further transformation

2AdZ
and (DZ-aZ-a)v = -'1.

(DZ-aZ-a)(DZ-aZ)u = --aZ(I-(I-p,)ijv

we have to consider the equations

~ = (r-Ri)ld, k = aid, and 0' = ix/v. (192)

surface of the inner cylinder in the unit d = Rz-Ri.
'l~;l"""",;:;;; .

mations, it wil be convenient to measure radial ~.:f the

In rewriting equations (161) and (162) in the framewo:rof~~proxi-

( r-Ri J

01 1-(I-p,) Rz-Ri . (191)

(A+BlrZ) which occurs on the right-hand side of equa.tion (161) by

between D and D* in equations (161) and (162); and we ca alo replace
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(D2_a2)V = - Ta2u,

(202)

(201)

(204)

lead, as we shall

m 7T +a

+B~m), sinha'+(I+o:')sin m7T' + ~0::i7T 2 cosm7T'),

(m27T2+a2)2 1 ~ 1 ~ 2 ~ ~

where the constants of integration Aim), A~m), Bim), and B~m) are to be

¿
m=l

co C (
u=" m A(m)coshaY+B(m)sinhaY+A(m)YcoshaY+

solution can be written in the form

The solution of equation (204) is straightforward. The general

presently see, to a secular equation for T.

in this fashion and v given by (203), equation (202) wil

obtained by inserting (203) in (201), and arrange that the solution
satisfies.the four remaining boundary conditions on u. With u determined

m=l

(D2_a2)2u = (1+0:') L Cmsinm7T',

co

Having chosen v in this manner, we next solve the equation,

v =m=lL em sin m7T'. (203)

series of the form co

The method of solution we shall adopt is the following.
. Since v is required to vanish at , = 0 and I, we expand it in a sine

ones which have been found successful in cases where the problems are
self-adjoint. However, Roberts has recently found a variational basis
for the method; this is considered in Appendix iv.

ted by equations (200)-(202) is not self-adjoint in the usual sense. For
this reason, the method to be described below was patterned after the

It can be readily verified that the characteristic value problem presen-

(a) The solution of the characteristic value problem for the case a = 0

together with the boundary conditions (200).

and

(D2_a2)2u = (1+o:')v

When the marginal state is stationary, the equations to be solved are

return to this question in § 72.

'Cnsidered in the literature. However, as no general arguments for the
-iiidity of the principle of the exchange of stabilties have been found
for this problem, the case of overstabilty requires investigation. We

stbilty. For this reason, the case a = 0 is the only one which has been

and others have failed to reveal any suggestions of over-

TaE STABILITY OF COUETTE FLOW

-,

4mmx
m27T2+a2
aBim)+A~m) = -m7T,

a+a

cosha)-Ym

sinh

a),

a2

sinh

a-Ym(a

.6 = sinh2a-a2,

a-a)+ßm

cosh

(207)

a-sinha)),

co C (
coshaY+B(m)

sinhaY+A(m)y

m 7T +a

(m27T2+a2)2 1 ~ 1 ~ 2 coshaY+
~ ~
+B~m)'sinha'+(I+o:')sinm7T'+ ~CX:i7T 2cosm7T'). (209)

¿
m=l

= Ta2 " m A(m)

.t. we obtain a system of linear homogeneous equations for th ~"!~

Multiplyig equation (209) by sin n7T' and integrating over the ra of

n=l

L Cn(n27T2+a2)sin n7T'

co

Now substituting for v and u from equations (203) and (205) in equation (202), we obtain

m 7T +a

ßm = m2 7T
~o:+a.
?((-I)m+1+cosha),

cosh

and Ym = (-1)1+1(1+0:)+ 2 ~o: 2asinha. (208)

where

B~m) = :7T t(sinha

A~m) = _ m7T tsinh2a+ßma(sinha+acosha)-Ymasinha),

~

Bim) = ~7T ta+ßm(sinh

m27T2+a2'

40:m7T

On solving these equations, we find that
Aim) =

m27T2+a2'

+B~m)(sinha+acosha) = (_I)m+l(l+o:)m7T. (206)

Aim) a sinh a+ Bim) a cosh a+A~m)(cosh a+a sinh a)+

= (-I )m+1 4m7T0:

Aim) cosha+Bim) sinha+A~m) cosha+B~m) sinha

Aim) =

These latter conditions lead to the equations:

determined by the boundary conditions u = Du = 0 at , = 0 and 1.

§ 71 THE STABILITY OF COUETTE .FLOW 301

t

11

t

~

,t

Bim)

+

a+

B(m) cosha1+B(m))) +

+

cosha)(( -i)n+i+(I+o:)( _i)m+i)_

+l3nm+o:Xmn-l(n21T2+a2)3:~ITII = O. (213)

m 1T +a
t:~nh~)(sinha+a(
_i)m+l)(( _i)m+n_i)) +

(sinha-a

+a sl a-a
\
(n 21T
2 2;~~:i2
2)J(SinhaCOSha-a)(1+(l+0:)(-I)m+nJ+

(n21T2+a2)(m21T2+a2)
II
4mn1T20: (( i)m+n I)

given in (207), we find that equation (212) simplifies greatly and we are
left with

and on substituting for the constants A&m) and B&m; their explicit solutions

+o:Xnm+l3nm-l(n21T2+a2)3:~T" = 0; (212)

n21T2+a2 t 2 2 J 2

2a (( _i)n+lf A (m) sinh

n21T2 +a2\m21T2
+a2 (( l)m+n 1)
II
n1T f 4m1T0:

On using the first two equations of (206), equation (210) simplifies to
the form

m is1T
+aand
1Tmn-m
( 0nif-m
m+n
even
i= n,

where Xnm = ì if m = n,
~nm 2( 2; 2- 2( 21 2)) if m+n is odd. (211)

+o:Xnm+l3nm~l(n21T2+a2)3:~TII = 0, (210)

n21T2+a2
+ ((-I)n+lSinha2a P+(-I)n+icoshaJJB&m))+

+(-I)n+l(cosha2a sinaJA(m)+
n21T2+a2
2

~(n2.;a2)((I+( _1)"Hl cosha)Aim)+(( _1)n+i sinha )

not al zero leads to the secular equation

~.. = Om/(m21T2+a2)2; and the requirement that these constants are
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(2"14)

the calculations were carried out to as high approximations as semed

to well within one per cent of the true value. For - 3.0 ~ p. ~ -1,0,

Would appear that for p. ? -1.0, the third approximation provides T

equation of order n tends to its limit as n -+ 00. It appears that for the
problem on hand, the process converges quite rapidly.
In Table XXXII the values of T obtained with the aid of equation
(213) in the different approximations are listed for those values of a
(for the assigned p.'s) at which it was found (by trial and error) that T
attained its minimum value. From an examination of this table, it

depend largely on how rapidly the lowest positive root of the resultin

increasingly larger values. In practice, the usefulness of this method wi

n rows and columns of the secular matrix equal to zero and let n tae

(b) Numerical results
A method of solving the infinite order characteristic equation which
(213) provides for T would be to set the determinant formed by the fi

approximation wil be made apparent in § (d).

reason for this relatively high accuracy of the solution in the fi

obtained in the higher approximations by more than one per cent. 1i

values for the critical Taylor number which do not differ from tI

We shall see below (§ (b)) that for 0 .. p. .. I equation (216) gi

2+0: I+p.

T" = - X 1715 = - and amin = 3'12.....

Consequently, in this approximation (cf. equation (199)),

2 3430 .., ,

method in the fist approximation for the case of two rigid ~c

the Rayleigh number for the simple Bénard problem by the"~f1rlll

is identical with what was found in Chapter II (§ 17, equati (mJl_

We observe that, apart from the factor2j(2+0:), this expi:~..?

2+0: a2p-I6a1T2cosh2laj((1T2+a2)2(sina+a)J) .

On further simplification, this gives

2 (1T2+a2)3
. ..... .. '. .
T=_
_ (215)

(1T2+a2)2(sinh2 a-a2) ((smh a cosh a-a)+(sa-ccoa)).

2a1T2(2+0:) .

l(1T2+a2)3 T~2 = ìo:+l-

setting the (I, I)-element of the matrix equa to ze. We fid

A first approximation to the solution of equation (213) is obtaned by
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and the dye remains in the blob D. The flow evidently has a two-dimensional character.

of the dye; in (b) the point of release (A) is \vithin the upward projection of the cylinder

cylinder and directly ahead of it, and B (a dividing point), C and D are subsequent f)ositions

from above. In (a) the dye has been released ata (moving) point A above the top of the

circular cylinder (E) of height i in. fronì right to left across the bottom of the dish,

Figure 7.6.3. l\1otion in a rotating dish of water 4 in. deep due to slow translation of a

(a)
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in the area enclosed by the projected curve. In other words, at places in the
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to say, if the basic rotation in the lateral plane is anti-clockwise, the

curve on a lateral plane, that is, to a non-zero expansion in a lateral plane.
The extent to which the restoring effect of Coriolis forces restricts the
displacement of fluid elements evidently depends on the relative magnitudes
of Coriolis forces and other forces acting on the fluid; and in the present
context these other forces are inertia forces. If U is a representative velocity
magnitude (relative to rotating axes) and L is a measure of the distance over

lateral plane at the same rate for all magnitudes and directions of that

component. Thus a material eiement whose motion is dominated by the

"

"", Coriolis force

7"'ti~ W w"""" -

motion makes a net negative contribution to the circulation, the associated
Coriolis force is directed mostly inwards and so tends to produce a reduction

in a direction normal to the curve; and inasmuch as the new tangential

the new tangential motion of the material curve itself leads to a Coriolis force

negative contribution to the circulation round it. This change in the circulation of the motion relative to rotating axes is of course simply the change
required to keep the circulation relative to an absolute frame constant during
a movement leading to increase of the projected area on a lateral plane. Now

is to generate a tangential motion of the material curve, which makes a

material curve in this region wil then be increasing. The effect of the Coriolis
force accompanying this general outward movement of the projected curve

fluid. The area enclosed by the projectión on a lateral plane of a closed

(in terms of the co-ordinate system of figure 7.6.1) over a certain region of the

ôv/ôy+ ôw/ôz

in the lateral plane, that is, to a positive value of

motion which leads to a non-zero and positive value of the rate of expansion

elements. Suppose that relative to the rotating axes there is generated a

desirable to consider also the collective effect of Coriolis forces on different

strong mutual influence through the action of pressure gradients, it is

Since the motions of different elements of the fluid normally exercise a

system. The (y, z)-plane is normal to the axis of rotation.

Figure 7.6. i. To show the direction of the Coriolis force which acts in a rotating reference

rotation of axes

Direction of

z

Component of u in lateral

. x (ÔP ôp ÔP)

in steady flow relative to rotating axes, and, as a consequence of the mass-

ôy + ôz = 0 (7.6.3)

ôv ôw

with the co-ordinates shown in figure 7.6. x. Elimination of P then gives

that is, p ôx' ôy' ôz = (0,2.oW, -2.oV)

1

zSl x Up = -- V'p, (7.6.2)

relative to rotating axes, as was first pointed out by J. Proudman (xQx6). In
steady flow a material element of fluid moves along the same streamline,
without reversal of direction, at all times. But the strong Coriolis forces .
oppose any displacement of fluid elements leading to a non-zero expansion
in a lateral plane. It follows that, in the limit U L.o ~ 0 the formg-lhe
streamlines must be consis ent wit a zero rate 0 expansion in a la
e can establish this result formally by noting that when ôu/ôt = 0 and
the term u. V'u is negligible by comparison with the Coriolis force, the
equation of motion (7.6.1) becomes

pared with unity has strange consequences when the flow is also steady

The dominance of Coriolis forces in flow at values of UjL.o small com-

Steady flow at small Rossby number ~ t !

was provided by the discussion of steady axisymmetric flow with swirl in § 7.5.

is likely to be dominant. And in the intermediate case when Uj L.o is of order
unity, an interesting mixture of effects is to be expected, some hint of which

cause only a slight modification of the flow pattern; but when UjL.o ~ x,
the tendency for Coriolis forces to oppose any expansion in a lateral plane

importance of Coriolis forces. When Uj L.o ~ x, Coriolis forces are likely to

work of the Swedish meteorologist, provides a convenient measure of the

The value of this ratio, known as the Rossby number in recognition of the

and zSl x u in (7.6.1) is of order UjL.o.

which u varies appreciably, the ratio of the magnitudes of the terms u. V'u

together lead to change of the area enclosed by the projection of a material

velocity, and wil tend to change the direction of the component of u in a

Coriolis force moves on a path whose projection on a lateral plane is a circle,
the
whole circle being completed in a time of order .0-1. The Coriolis force
evidently tends to restore an element to its initial position in the lateral plane.
Note that there is no special significance about the position of the axis of
rotation, so far as the Coriolis force is concerned.

fluid where there is a positive value of ôvjôy+ ôwjôz the effect of Coriolis

forces is to tend to produce a negative value, and vice versa. Thus the net
effect of Coriolis forces is to oppose displacements of fluid elements which

Coriolis force tends to turn the direction of motion of an element relative to

the rotating frame to the right. Moreover, the Coriolis force is linear in the

is

~

it

~

t:
j)

E

i.

ôu/ôx =

\l
o. I.
(7.6.4)

'the first in quantities representing the departure from the undisturbed
;Stte. However, there is no need to go through the details, because use can

t Another striking photograph of this phenomenon is reproduced in Greenspan's book.

.' inetric form, and, following
the usual pattern of
investigation of wave motions,
''we might proceed by neglecting terms in this equation øf degree higher than

governing equation for flow relative to rotating axes is (7.6.1), in axisym-

axial co-ordinate x with wave-number ex say (wavelength 27Tjex). The

angular frequency ß say (period 27T/ß) and sinusoidally with respect to the

and in certain spatial co-ordinates.
We shall consider first the physically simple case of an axisymmetric wave
motion with propagation in the direction of the axis of rotation. Relative to
rotating axes, the wave motion is superimposed on stationary fluid and so,
for a simple harmonic wave, all flow quantities vary sinusoidally in time with

examine this possibility by seeking solutions of the equation governing
departures from a state of rigid-body rotation which are periodic in time

Since there is no dissipation of energy in an inviscid fluid, it follows that a
displacement of this kind which is given to the fluid initially may set up an
oscilation. This raises the possibility that a train of waves can propagate
through a rotating fluid, with different phases of the wave being associated
with positive and negative values of the expansion in a lateral plane. We can

We have seen that any displacement of the elements of a fluid in rigidbody rotation which leads to a non-zero expansion in a lateral plane is
accompanied by Coriolis forces which tend to eliminate this expansion.

Propagation of waves in a rotating fluid

the whole flow field are not well understood.

large.
It is to be expected that the approximate linear equation (7.6.2)is
not applicable everyhere in these layers, although the consequences for

that a so-called 'Taylor column' of fluid parallel to the axis accompanies the
body. At the edge of the column there are shear layers where the vorticity is

to it, the above theory for flow at small Rossby number leads to the conclusion

parallel to the axs, although the flow behind the body seems not to be wholly
in accord with the above simple theory. Further reference to these experiments wil be made later in this section.
In the case of bodies moving either parallel to the axis of rotation or normal

in fact suggest that a column of fluid is pushed ahead of a body moving

ponent of velocity in a lateral plane being zero everyhere. Experiments do

with velocity U parallel to the axis of rotation, through fluid which is unbounded in that direction. It seems that here the above requirements for
flow with U/LD. -+ 0 can be satisfied only if all the fluid in the cylinder circumscribing the body moves parallel to the axis with the body, the com-

An interesting and fundamental case is flow due to translation of a rigid body,

in the fluid wil usually be determined by conditions at an inner boundary.

lines parallel to the axis of rotation, the value of the axial velocity component

When the fluid is not enclosed by stationary boundaries intersected by
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cylinder is only one-quarter of the depth of water.

released from a point just inside the cylindrical region vertically above the
body, and collects in a blob which moves with the cylinder. It seems that the
flow outside the upward projection of the cylinder is approximately the same
as if the cylinder extended from the bottom to the top of the layer of water,
and that vertically above the cylinder there is a cylindrical column of water
which moves with it. Thus the motion is two-dimensional in the way that is
consistent with translation of the cylinder, even though the height of that

separation and the formation of eddies. In figure 7.6.3b the dye is being'

fluid the water would pass over the top of the moving cylinder as well as
round the sides. However, the dye emerging from a point il in. above the
top of the cylinder and directly ahead of it (figure 7.6.3a) divides at point B,
as if it had met an upward extension of the cylinder, and passes round this
imaginary cylinder in two sheets, t the sheet on one side (D) even showing

depth of water is 4 in. and the cylinder is 1 in. high, and in a non-rotating

circuIa cylinder E being drawn slowly across the bottom of the dish. The

start mg. e motion re ative to rotatmg axes is ue ere to a portion of a

by the streak of dye released from oint A in figure .6. late 2 is more

component of velocity in a lateral plane is independent of x. The flow revealed

Coriolis forces do indeed make the motion two-dimensional in these circumstances. In figure 7.6.2 (plate 23) a drop of coloured liquid has been drawn
out into a thin sheet by a 'slow' motion imparted to the rotating fluid, and
the two photographs, taken by a camera placed on the axs of rotation of the
dish, show that the sheet is everywhere parallel to the axis and that the

notice) of the flow in an open flat dish of water which is rotating show that

Taylor many years before the subject of rotating fluids had attracted much

dimensional motion remains. The photographs on plate 23 (made by G. 1.

evidently determined by the boundary conditions. It wil often happen that
every line in the fluid parallel to the axis meets a stationary boundary; in
such cases the above relations require u = 0 everywhere, and only the two-

The value of the velocity component u parallel to the axis of rotation is

must be a superposition of a two-dimensional motion in the lateral plane
and an axial motion which is independent of x.

The curious property of these approximate equations which hold when
U/LD. ~ 1 is that the motion in the lateral or (y, z)-plane is not coupled with
the motion parallel to the axis of rotation. Furthermore, nóne of the flow
properties depends on x. Proudman's theorem is sometimes stated as being
that 'slow' steady motions relative to rotating axes must be two-dimensionaL.
Since in this book we have regarded the term two-dimensional motion as
implying that the velocity vector everyhere lies in a certain plane, it would
be more appropriate here to say that steady motions at small Rossby number

conservation equation,
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